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Image processing to derive movement characteristics for a plurality of queue objects
calculating flow vectors that indicate an optical displacement for the sequence (140) of image frames (141/142,
142/143); extending one of the flow vectors as lead vector
in extension directions; determining intermediate vectors
by using flow vectors along the extension directions; and
selecting one the intermediate vectors as the new lead
vector. The steps are repeated to concatenate the lead
vectors to the movement characteristics (190).
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In queues, persons - or objects (120) in general
- move inside an area (110) to a target (112), such as to
a counter. The queue has movement characteristics in
terms of speed, waiting times and queue form. A computer-implemented approach obtains the characteristics
by receiving a sequence (140) of image frames (141,
142, 143, 149) that represent the surveillance area (110);
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Description
Technical Field
[0001] The present invention in general relates to image data processing for security surveillance, and more
in particular relates to estimating movement characteristics for objects in areas under surveillance.
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[0002] Observation or surveillance cameras are installed almost everywhere, but especially in areas where
services are provided to customers. Just to give a few
examples, the cameras transmit images from train stations, airports, streets or supermarkets. The images help
the service providers to increase the quality of service
and to sustain security. The providers monitor the images
on screens in real time and/or watch offline recordings.
Recordings are especially useful to investigate incidents.
The terms "observation" and "surveillance" have slightly
different meaning, with "surveillance" having a connotation towards safety and security. But in the following description, both terms are used as synonyms.
[0003] The lenses of the camera expose light to a sensor that periodically reads out the images. Consecutive
images are called frames. The camera provides new
frames in a time interval that is called "frame time". The
light exposure time can be shorter than the frame time.
In an alternative wording, the term "frame rate" indicates
the number of frames per second (FPS). Depending on
the frame rate, the images appear as a motion picture
(or video, approximately 20 FPS or more), or appear as
stand-still pictures. In principle, a camera catches every
object that is in the field of view (FOV).
[0004] However, many usage scenarios deal with objects that are moving, such as passengers with or without
luggage trolleys (e.g., in train stations or airports), or
shoppers (e.g., in markets). Usually, multiple persons are
being monitored. When waiting at service counters, the
persons may line up in queues. In case that queues are
getting longer, the service providers consider opening
new service counters to decrease waiting times. However, situations might escalate to security hazards and
event incidents when a queue turns into a crowd.
[0005] For service providers and security experts it is
therefore of interest to know the properties of a queue or queue characteristics - such as the number of persons
in the queue, the waiting time it takes them to reach the
counter, the shape of the queue, or the like.
[0006] Even for a person in the queue, some information is desirable to know, especially the waiting time.
[0007] The providers could identify some queue characteristics by having a dedicated operator constantly
looking at the screen. The operator could count the persons in the queue, could trace a particular person to
guess the waiting time, and so on. But usually, the operator looks at many screens simultaneously. Further, the
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operator has to pay attention to potential incidents so that
manually determining the queue characteristics can not
be justified.
[0008] However, calculating queue characteristics by
computers faces constraints. This seems to be especially
true for queues with persons. Queues that follow straight
lines are quite exceptional. Queues tend to have irregular
shapes. Persons in the queue move at different speed,
and some persons leave the queue before reaching the
target (leave-takers). Some persons just pass through
the queue without joining. Other persons might accompany queuing people, but do not need to use the service
counter. When reaching the counter, some people receive services in short time, some need more time. In
some countries, individual persons in a queue should not
be identified for data protection reasons.
[0009] Hence, there is a need to improve computer
techniques for estimating movement characteristics of
objects in queues.
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[0010] Embodiments of the present invention provide
methods, computer systems and computer programs for
estimating movement characteristics for objects in
queues. There are two aspects to be distinguished. The
first aspect relates to the objects in the area under surveillance (or observation), to the area itself and to the
camera or other image capturing device that monitors
the area. The second aspect relates to method, computer, and computer program to process images that are
obtained from that area.
[0011] Looking at the first aspect, inside the area under
surveillance ("surveillance area") there are queue objects
that move to a target (or to a "destination"). Persons with
or without luggage (or shopping carts) that are lining up
in a queue are examples for such objects. A counter or
any other place where service is provided to the persons
is an example for the target. The target can be part of
the surveillance area. Alternatively, the target can be located outside the area. The space in front of the counter
is an example for the surveillance area. Location coordinates can be assigned to the surveillance area, to the
objects and to the target, for example, by two-dimensional Cartesian coordinates (X,Y).
[0012] Further examples include vehicles waiting in
front of a traffic sign. Multiple cameras can also be connected to observe areas that are larger than the FOV of
a single camera.
[0013] The image data can be provided by surveillance
cameras that are - as mentioned above - ubiquitously
available. In an alternative embodiment, a camera can
be especially dedicated for the purpose of deriving queue
characteristics. In that case, the computer could be built
into the camera. The camera forwards the images by a
network or by any other suitable communication link. Instead of raw images, a camera with the built-in computer
can forward data that is already been processed.
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[0014] Looking at the second aspect, a computer comprises processing modules that use the images to estimate queue movement characteristics. The computer
executes a method that is implemented in the computer.
A computer program product can be loaded into the memory of the computer and can be executed by at least one
processor of the computer to perform that method.
[0015] It does not matter if the images would appear
on screen to a human operator as a video or would appear
as a sequence of stand-still pictures; the computer processes the images as input data and provides the queue
movement characteristics as output data.
[0016] More in detail, the computer receives a sequence of images, hereinafter "frames" or "image
frames" that represent the surveillance area. In the
frames, data coordinates (U, V) (or "image coordinates")
represent the mentioned location coordinates (X, Y) in
the surveillance area. Data coordinates are related to the
optical resolution of the camera and are usually given in
pixels (px).
[0017] The computer receives the frames by a frame
rate, i.e. by a given number of frames (or images) per
second (fps). The frame rate is predetermined by a variety of factors, for example, the physical properties of
the camera, the bandwidth of the network between camera and computer, or the storage capacity of a recording
medium. Usually, the frame rate is constant and does
not change over time. Surveillance cameras typically use
an economically justified frame rate of up to 30 frames
per second (FPS). In the following description, the frame
rate is assumed to be 10 frames per second. That rate
corresponds to a frame time TF of 0.1 seconds.
[0018] The computer calculates flow vectors that indicate optical displacements for the sequence. In other
words, if an object is moving inside the area, the optical
flow follows that movement in the representing images.
Non-moving objects, such as static objects in the background of the area, do not result in optical flow. Flow
vectors are related to the data coordinates - the pixels and to the frame time TF. The flow vectors could be illustrated by arrows. For example, the flow vector indicating a displacement of one pixel during one frame could
be illustrated in a pixel grid coordinate as having the size
of a grid cell.
[0019] The flow vectors are calculated by evaluating a
history of vectors over a number of H frames, for example,
during a time TH of 100 seconds. In other words, the
vectors can be regarded as flow history vectors. This
approach addresses some of the mentioned constraints.
For example, effects resulting from speed differences or
from objects passing through the queue without joining
can be diminished. For example, the history is evaluated
by averaging. There are several well-known averaging
techniques available, such as to calculate an arithmetic
average, a geometric average etc.
[0020] Due to the movement of the objects, there is a
flow along the queue pointing to the target. Description
and figures use vectors to illustrate that flow.
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[0021] The computer further processes the optical flow
to obtain the queue movement characteristics. Since the
data coordinates (U, V) represent the location coordinates (X,Y), the location coordinate of the target can be
represented by data coordinates as well. Starting with
the flow vectors from the target, the computer could aggregate the flow vectors to a path that corresponds to
the queue, especially to the shape of the queue. However, some flow vectors can have extreme values that correspond to random events in the surveillance area. For
example, a person leaving the queue (a leave-taker)
would not significantly modify the queue, but would cause
a flow vector that points away from the path. Such flow
vector would have an extreme numerical value because
the persons may leave that queue at a speed higher than
the speed of a person that remains in the queue. As a
consequence the path would potentially drift away, and
the shape of the queue would no longer correspond to
the queue. To avoid that, the computer uses a step-bystep iteration. Vectors are selected and disregarded according to predefined rules. Selected vectors are concatenated to represent the queue movement characteristics. That approach increases the accuracy of the characteristics.
[0022] More in detail, the computer extends one of the
flow vectors - the so-called lead vector - in a first extension
direction and in a second extension direction. The term
"lead" is added to identify a vector from others, in the
sense that the vector serves as a basis for deriving data
for further vectors. Once a vector has been extended by
such a further vector, the further vector becomes the new
lead vector.
[0023] The extension directions deviate from the original direction of the lead vector slightly, for example, by
a predefined angle to the lead vector. The lead vector
has a length in the order of magnitude from a fraction of
a pixel to some pixels. Therefore, in the proximity of the
lead vector along the extension directions, flow vectors
are available. The extension directions indicate alternatives to investigate the optical flow. One direction points
to data with "stronger" optical flow (i.e. longer flow vectors
of the optical flow vector field), and the other direction
points to data with "weaker" optical flow (i.e. shorter flow
vectors of the optical flow vector field). The computer
calculates intermediate vectors by using data from flow
vectors in the proximity. The likelihood of object movement is higher for "stronger" optical flow, so that the intermediate vector that points to a "stronger" flow is selected as the next lead vector.
[0024] In other words, one of the vectors is called the
lead vector. The direction of that lead vector is slightly
modified. The direction is modified in the sense of introducing deviations of the direction. At least two options
are available for the modification: there are at least two
deviation directions. A further vector is coupled to that
lead vector for one of the options in one of the deviation
directions. Thereby the lead vector can be considered to
be extended.
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[0025] In repetitions, multiple lead vectors are selected. When concatenated to a path, the lead vectors represent the queue movement characteristics. The characteristics could be visualized on a computer screen to
an operator. Since the vectors indicate displacement in
relation to time (for example, frame time), and since the
data coordinates (U,V) are related to the location coordinates (X,Y), the queue movement characteristics can
comprise object speed (e.g., in meters per second) and
object movement time (in seconds). Speed and movement time can be obtained from the characteristics. For
persons in the queue, the movement time appears as
estimated waiting time, and could be presented to them,
for example, on display boards in the area.
[0026] In other words, a first vector indicates a general
direction. That vector is referred to as the lead vector.
Then, candidates in that general direction but with minor
variations are checked for available flow. Candidates with
the higher flow prevail and take over the role of the lead
vector. In repetitions, a plurality of old and new lead vectors is successively formed to a poly line, a line with multiple portions. That line corresponds to the queue path,
so that characteristics of the queue can be derived from
that line.
[0027] In an implementation, a computer derives
movement characteristics for a plurality of queue objects
that move inside a surveillance area to a target. The computer comprises a flow module and a lead vector module.
The flow module receives a sequence of image frames
that represent the surveillance area and calculates flow
vectors that indicate an optical displacement for the sequence of image frames. The lead vector module extends
one of the flow vectors as a lead vector in a first extension
direction and in a second extension direction, determines
a first intermediate vector and a second intermediate vector by using flow vectors along the first extension direction
and by using flow vectors along the second extension
direction, selects one of the intermediate vectors as a
new lead vector, and concatenates the lead vectors to
the movement characteristics.
[0028] In an example implementation, the flow module
initializes the extension by a flow vector that corresponds
to location coordinates in the surveillance area near the
target. The lead vector can be extended for directions
that go away from the target. The intermediate vectors
can be calculated by interpolation, for example, by bilinear interpolation. The new lead vector can be selected
from the intermediate vector that represents the larger
displacement.
[0029] In other words, the extension directions are deviations of the direction in that that the lead vector points
to. The extension directions limit a proximity of the lead
vector in that optical flow is used for calculating further
vectors, i.e., the intermediate vectors. This approach
saves computation, because the intermediate vectors
are not calculated for complete surrounding of the lead
vector, but for data with a certain likelihood of resulting
in data that represents movement. In other words, ex-
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tending broadens the direction of the lead vector to a pair
of directions forming an angle of a triangle-shaped, or of
circle-segment-shaped data area for that data is processed further, wherein data outside that area can be disregarded.
Brief Description of the Drawings
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[0030] FIG. 1 is a block diagram illustrating a system
for deriving queue characteristics;
[0031] FIG. 2 is a diagram illustrating an optical flow
at pixel level;
[0032] FIG. 3 is a diagram illustrating an inverted flow
and an interpolated inverted flow;
[0033] FIG. 4 is a diagram illustrating the extension of
a lead vector to a first extension direction and to a second
extension direction;
[0034] FIGS. 5AB are diagrams illustrating the selection of lead vectors from intermediate vectors;
[0035] FIG. 6 is a diagram illustrating the concatenation of multiple lead vectors to represent queue movement characteristics;
[0036] FIG. 7 is a flow chart diagram of a method;
[0037] FIG. 8 is a timing diagram of the method; and
[0038] FIG. 9 is a frame with superimposed information
for presentation to an operator.
Detailed Description of the Drawings
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[0039] FIG. 1 is a block diagram illustrating system 100
for deriving queue characteristics.
[0040] The first aspect with surveillance area 110,
queue objects 120 and camera 130 is illustrated on the
left side of the figure. The second aspect with processing
modules 150, 160 of the computer is illustrated on the
right side of the figure.
More in detail for the first aspect, surveillance area 110
is illustrated by a dashed frame as a view from above. A
plurality of queue objects 120 (circle symbols, hereinafter
"queue 120") is located inside area 110. Cartesian coordinates (X,Y) are associated with area 110. In the example, the coordinate origin (0,0) is shown in the left corner
below; the X coordinate goes from left to right (0 to 10m);
and Y goes from below to the top (0 to 10m). X and Y
can be related to meters ("m") or other measurement
units. Exemplary object 125 (bold circle) is shown at (2m,
5m).
[0041] As mentioned, the queue objects can be persons. In other implementation, the objects could be vehicles (e.g., on a road in front of a toll gate of a construction site), robots (e.g., in a factory), object floating in water
(e.g., boots or debris), or animals. In a medical use scenario, ultrasound images could be evaluated, for example, to determine the speed of blood or the like.
[0042] Target 112 (or destination of queue movement)
is associated with area 110. In the example, target 112
is located at the edge of area 110, approximately at (5m,
0m). The target could also be located inside area 110.
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[0043] Queue 120 is also illustrated by the objects lining up along a center line (shown as chain line). In queue
120, some regions can be distinguished: queue head 122
is located near the target; tail 126 is the part of the queue
in that new persons (or objects in general) join the queue.
Body 124 is the region between head and tail. There
might be other conventions. For example, persons joining
a queue at tail 126 occasionally ask other persons if that
is the "end" of the queue.
[0044] Queue movement is based on movement of objects in the queue. There is no need that all objects move,
some of them might not move. In the example, objects
from the tail move to the head. It takes the objects some
time - the movement time - to reach the target. More
related to the example, a person joining at the tail moves
towards the target and perceives the movement time as
waiting time.
[0045] The movement time can be related to a particular coordinate, for example, an object at tail 126 needs
more time than an object in the middle of body 124. For
example, a person at the position of object 125 is halfway through the queue.
[0046] Looking at camera 130, it has a field of view
(FOV) looking to the area 110. If area 110 is located inside
a building, camera 130 could be mounted on the ceiling
to monitor area 110 from above. Or, camera 130 could
be mounted elsewhere, to monitor the area from the side.
In the example, camera 130 is not moving.
[0047] Camera 130 provides frame sequence 140 with
frames 141, 142, 143 and 149. For example, the camera
has a resolution of 1000 x 1000 pixels. Camera 130 applies an intrinsic transfer function between location coordinates of area 110 and data (pixel) coordinates of the
image. In the example, both coordinates systems (X,Y)
and (U,V) (cf. frame 141) are Cartesian systems. For
simplicity, in the example, a transfer function can be assumed to be linear for U = f(X) with 10 pixel in U corresponding to 1 meter in X; and for V = f(Y) with the same
pixel-to-meter ratio.
[0048] Persons of skill in the art can apply other transfer
functions, for example, to mitigate distortions if the FOV
is a side view.
[0049] Looking at the frames, consecutive frames follow with a frame time TF (e.g., 0.1 seconds). As illustrated
in the figure, circle symbols indicate the objects. If visualized on a screen, the objects would appear to be moving. In the simplification of the figures, the movement is
illustrated by different positions of the circle symbols. The
bold circles represent object 125.
[0050] Turning to the second aspect, the computer is
illustrated with flow module 150 and lead vector module
160. Flow module 150 receives frame sequence 140
(e.g., via the network) and provides optical flow 155. In
the example, flow module 150 processes frames every
TF; but alternative implementations can disregard some
of the frames, so that for example every second frame
is processed.
[0051] At the output of module 150, optical flow 155 is
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illustrated with optical flow vectors (or "flow vectors" in
short) that are symbolized by arrows. Lead vector module
160 extends some of the flow vectors in extension directions, determines intermediate vectors and selects vectors for concatenating. Lead vector module 160 starts
concatenating with vectors at pixel coordinates that correspond to the target location 192/112. In other words,
concatenating goes against queue movement. Concatenated vectors form queue movement characteristics 190.
As mentioned above, movement characteristics 190 include a movement time TM(Y). In the example, TM(Y) is
the estimated movement time for an object with a given
coordinate (e.g. Y-coordinate) to the target. For example,
object 125 (left side of area 110) has a Y-distance to
target 112 of approximately 5 meters. Movement characteristics indicate the estimated time to target.
[0052] Movement characteristics 190 include the
shape of the queue as represented by concatenated vectors. For example, the shape roughly corresponds to the
center line; or in other words, the shape is a reconstruction of the arrangement of objects in the queue obtained
by image processing. Although illustrated by symbolic
pictures, there is no need to present optical flow 155 or
movement characteristics 190 visually to a human operator. That might however be convenient. For example,
characteristics 190 could be presented to the operator
on the computer screen, the operator could move a pointer (e.g. a mouse pointer) over the shape and read the
movement time TM(Y) for different positions along the
queue. Or, in a real-time presentation to the operator,
the path (cf. FIG. 6) could be superimposed to the frames
on screen, and estimated movement times could be added by digits next to the path. Details for such visualization
are illustrated in connection with FIG. 9.
[0053] As mentioned, the movement time appears to
persons in the queue as estimated waiting time. Dotted
line 195 from module 160 to area 110 indicates that the
waiting time (or other information) could be presented to
persons in the queue, for example, via display boards or
via smartphones.
[0054] The computer modules 150 and 160 process
data from a large volume (e.g., 1000 x 1000 pixel arriving
every 0.1 second) to a relatively small volume (e.g., a
number of concatenated vectors). Details for the operation of the computer modules will be explained in connection with the following figures.
[0055] FIG. 2 is a diagram illustrating an optical flow
200 at pixel level. Optical flow 200 is calculated by the
flow module (cf. 150 in FIG. 1). As mentioned, there is
no need to present flow 200 to a user. The figure is just
given for illustration. In literature, optical flows are sometimes illustrated by color code, with color representing
direction. The figure illustrates the direction of the optical
flow by vector arrows. Thin lines indicate a coordinate
grid in pixel coordinates (U,V). In the example, the coordinates are spaced at a cell distance of one pixel. Pixel
coordinates are given with an asterisk * to distinguish
them from location coordinates and from reference num-
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bers.
[0056] In the example, the diagram illustrates a portion
of the flow. Only the data vectors are shown that correspond to the location of object 125 with U-coordinates
201 * und 202* and V-coordinates 501*, 502* approximately corresponding to X=2m and Y=5m of object 125
in surveillance area 110 (cf. FIG. 1).
[0057] Flow 200 has flow vectors, for example, flow
vectors 211, 212, 221, 222 (arrow symbols) that are given
with location and displacement. The vectors have start
coordinates 210 and end coordinates 220 (shown for vector 222). The start coordinates are data coordinates with
integer values. For example, flow vector 222 has start
coordinate 210 at (202*,502*); flow vector 212 has start
coordinate (201*, 502*); flow vector 211 has start coordinate (201*, 501*), and flow vector 222 has start coordinate (202*, 501*). The direction and the length of the
vectors indicate average displacement during TF. For
example, flow vector 222 has end coordinate 220 at approximately (202.5*, 501.5*), that is displacement (0.5,
-0.5), with "positive" X-direction and "negative" Y-direction (to the target).
[0058] Flow vector 211 indicates a displacement (0,1)
by one pixel in negative Y-direction, but no displacement
in X-direction. For optical flows that are derived from the
frame sequence, the data coordinates can have non-integer, real values.
[0059] In the figure, the length of the vector indicates
speed (in the example, 1 pixel per frame), the speed can
be derived from the displacement. For example, flow vector 222 has a length indicating a speed of half a pixel per
frame time TF.
[0060] The amount of data to be processed can be
reduced by measures explained in the following. Flow
module 150 obtains the optical flow by comparing consecutive images, for example, image 142 to image 141,
image 143 to image 142 and so on. The pixel displacements can also be obtained from a history that is longer
than a single frame time. The speed of the objects in the
area viewed by the camera translates into displacement
over time in the images. According to the transfer function
of the camera, the speed of the objects can be calculated
from the displacement.
[0061] Averaging over time is an option. For example,
H points in time (cf. FIG. 8) or a number of H frames can
be used, so that the optical flow is calculated over a given
time period. The number of samples can be H = 1000
(corresponding to 1000 frames, or 100 seconds).
[0062] Data reduction has the effect of filtering out data
inconsistencies. Such data inconsistencies can result
from object behavior that leads to the above-mentioned
constraints. For example, a person passing through the
queue would cause a flow in a direction that is perpendicular to the flow prior to passing. Averaging would simplify the flow so that in further calculations, the passing
event does not much harm.
[0063] FIG. 3 is a diagram illustrating an inverted flow
301 and an interpolated inverted flow 302. Since vector
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concatenation conveniently starts at data coordinates
that correspond to the location of the target (cf. 192 in
FIG. 1), the description continues with an against-thequeue order. Using the same coordinate system as in
FIG. 2, the direction of the flow arrows can simply be
changed. In inverted flow 301, vector 312 is inverted to
vector 212 (FIG. 2), vector 322 is inverted to vector 222,
vector 311 is inverted to vector 211, and vector 321 is
inverted to vector 221. The inversion is just given for illustrative purposes. The computer processes the vectors
as data sets, usually without displaying them. If used, an
inversion can be accomplished easily, for example, by
replacing start and end coordinates of a vector. Again,
the description uses the inversion to simplify the presentation: inverted arrows better illustrate vector concatenation within data coordinates from the target back to any
position in the queue.
[0064] As explained above in FIG. 2, averaging over
time is possible, but averaging over location is possible
as well. Data is used more efficiently and random data
inconsistencies are leveraged out. For example, vectors
can be interpolated. Interpolated inverted flow 302 has
vectors for that start coordinates 310 and end coordinates 320 are usually non-integer data coordinates.
[0065] In the example, vectors 312, 322, 311, 321 are
interpolated with an interpolation center (being start 310)
in the middle of the square formed by vectors 312, 322,
311, 321. Other ways to select a center point for interpolation are also applicable. For the center location (201.5*,
501.5*), an interpolating technique is applied. The example uses bilinear interpolating that is well known in the
art of image processing. The vector that results from interpolation - resulting vector 315 - starts at the center
location. Vector 315 has a direction that is averaged from
the directions of original vectors 312, 322, 311, 321 and
has a pixel displacement at approximately the average
displacement of these original vectors.
[0066] Instead of interpolation, other techniques for
identifying a resulting vector are possible. For example,
the resulting vector can be the vector that is nearest to
the center, or the resulting vector can be the longest vector. Other options are possible, as long as the resulting
vector is calculated according to predefined rules. In view
of computation by the computer, some rules consume
more processor time and memory than others, the example of the figures indicate rules that seem to be optimized.
[0067] FIG. 4 is a diagram illustrating the extension of
a lead vector to a first extension direction and to a second
extension direction. The figure uses the data coordinates
of FIGS. 2-3 but guides the attention to a location near
the target, at approximately (500*, 1*). From here, vectors are concatenated to represent the movement characteristics of the queue. But before concatenating, vectors are calculated, selected or disregarded.
[0068] As described, a vector is calculated from an optical flow, here shown as vector 430. The vector has the
function of a lead vector that leads (or points) into the
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direction of the queue. In the example, lead vector 430
is an inverted vector with approximately one pixel in negative U-direction and one pixel in V-direction per frame.
[0069] Since lead vector 430 has been calculated from
a relatively low number of data points, for example, by
interpolation from 4 flow vectors, vector 430 could point
to a direction that is different from queue movement.
[0070] To alleviate that potential issue, prior to concatenating with other vectors, the lead vector module (cf.
160 in FIG. 1) checks for the availability of optical flow
(i.e., object movement) in the proximity. Deviation directions 401 and 402 - indicated by dashed lines - are arranged by a predefined angle in relation to vector 430.
For example, vectors 401 and 402 are shifted by angles
of about 30° right and left to the lead vector. Overall angle
415 between both directions 401 and 402 is larger than
or equal to 10° or smaller than or equal to 90° (right angle).
In the example, overall angle 415 is about 60°. Using a
symmetric arrangement (equal angle in both directions)
is not required. In an extreme case, one of the deviation
directions could be identical with the direction of the lead
vector.
[0071] White triangle symbols 431 show the availability
of flow vectors in proximity of direction 401. White square
symbols 432 show the availability of flow vectors in proximity of direction 402. A black triangle symbol 411 shows
an interpolation center along the deviation direction 401;
black square symbol 412 shows an interpolation center
along the deviation direction 402. In the example, both
interpolation centers have equal distances to the start of
the lead vector (as if a circle segment would have been
drawn around the start coordinate 410 of vector 430).
[0072] Using the available data (i.e., flow vectors and
interpolation centers), the lead vector module calculates
further vectors. The further vectors can originate, for example, in the interpolation centers. These further vectors
are intermediate vectors. One intermediate vector will be
selected for concatenating, the other intermediate vector
will be disregarded (FIGS. 5-6).
[0073] Persons of skill in the art can modify this approach, for example, by increasing or decreasing the
number of flow vectors per direction. Also, the interpolation centers can be defined differently; there is no need
to arrange them on the circle segment. The number of
deviation directions can be modified as well; more deviation direction may require more computation power, but
result in higher accuracy.
[0074] FIGS. 5AB are diagrams illustrating the selection of lead vectors from intermediate vectors. Lead vector 530 has two deviation directions 501, 502 (dashed
lines). A circle segment around start point 510 of vector
530 has a radius at the length of vector 530. The crossing
points between circle segment and deviation directions
indicate interpolation centers. From there intermediate
vectors 541, 541 (541A), 540 and 542 (542B) are obtained by interpolation from flow vectors.
[0075] In the example, the flow vectors are assumed
to be different in FIG. 5A und 5B, the intermediate vectors
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are therefore different as well. Intermediate vectors 540,
542 (FIG. 5A) and 540, 541 (FIG. 5B) are shorter than
intermediate vectors 541A (FIG. 5A) and 542B (FIG. 5B).
The "longer" vectors are selected; these are the vectors
with larger displacement. In case of FIG. 5A, new lead
vector 541A would be concatenated to old lead vector
530; and in case of FIG. 5B, vector new 542B would be
concatenated to old vector 530. Both concatenated vectors result in the movement characteristics, in the example of a small portion of the queue.
[0076] In the example shown in the figure, the start
point of the new lead vector is shown as not directly connected to the end point of the old lead vector, but shown
as slightly shifted by a short fraction of the circle segment.
The term "concatenate" is understood to include such
cases.
[0077] FIG. 6 is a diagram illustrating the concatenation of multiple lead vectors 630, 640, 650, 660, and 690
to represent queue movement characteristics 600. In repetitions, lead vectors are extended, intermediate vectors
are calculated and new lead vectors are selected. In the
example of FIG. 6, the first lead vector has (U,V) coordinates that corresponds to the (X,Y) coordinates of the
target location 612 (cf. 112, 192 in FIG. 1). For simplicity,
FIG. 6 does not show all vectors, but symbolizes some
vectors by an ellipsis. The last lead vector 690 is, for
example, the 300th lead vector because a V-coordinate
corresponds to the Y-coordinate of an object for that the
movement time should be estimated.
[0078] Since the vectors are normalized in time to a
displacement during TF, 300 lead vectors correspond to
300 times TF. In the example, 300 times 0.1 second results in 30 seconds movement time TM. In other words,
an object located at (X,Y)=(2m, 5m), corresponding to
(U,V)=(200*, 500*) would reach the target in approximately that 30 seconds time.
[0079] The concatenation of lead vectors represents
the queue movement characteristics.
[0080] When the lead vectors are concatenated, the
huge amount of data from the frame sequence has been
reduced to a relatively small data set in the form of vector
data. In addition to that, intermediate vectors had been
tested and selectively selected or disregarded so that the
matching accuracy between the characteristics (and reality (i.e., FIG. 1, objects in queue).
[0081] FIG. 7 is a flow chart diagram of computer-implemented method 700. Method 700 is a method for deriving movement characteristics (cf. 190, 600) for a plurality of queue objects that move inside a surveillance
area to a target.
[0082] In a receiving 710 activity, the computer receives a sequence 140 of image frames 141, 142, 143,
149 that represent the surveillance area. Data coordinates (U,V) in the frames represent location coordinates
(X,Y) in the surveillance area.
[0083] In a calculating 720 activity, the computer calculates flow vectors 212, 222, 211, 221 that indicate an
optical displacement for the sequence 140 of image
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frames. The flow vectors are calculated for a number of
frames (H), in other words a history is obtained. As illustrated, the activities can be implemented by a flow module.
[0084] In an extending 730 activity, the computer takes
one of the flow vectors as a lead vector and extends this
lead vector in a first extension direction and in a second
extension direction.
[0085] The computer then determines 740 a first intermediate vector and a second intermediate vector. Thereby, the computer uses flow vectors along the first extension direction and flow vectors along the second extension direction.
[0086] Having determined the intermediate vectors,
the computers selects 750 one of the intermediate vectors as the new lead vector. Extending 730, determining
740 and selecting 750 is repeated to concatenate the
lead vectors to the movement characteristics (190, 600).
As illustrated, the activities can be implemented by the
lead vector module. The implementation could follow a
modified approach, for example, by implementing modules that are dedicated for the steps.
[0087] When the (X,Y) and (U,V) coordinates of the
target are available, extending 730 the lead vector can
be initialized by a vector that corresponds to location coordinates (X,Y) in the surveillance area near the target.
In the figures, this is illustrated by vector 630.
[0088] In such a case, extending 730 the lead vectors
can be performed for directions that go away from the
target. This is illustrated in the figures, for example, by
an inverted vector as lead vector (e.g., 530, 630) in combination with deviation directions. Vector and direction
are pointing away from the target.
[0089] Looking at the intermediate vectors, an embodiment calculates them by interpolation, for example, by
bilinear interpolation. In other implementations, the computer can use a different scheme. In most of the cases,
the computer derives the intermediate vectors from vector data at coordinates in the proximity of the lead vectors.
[0090] Selecting 750 one of the intermediate vectors
as the new lead vector follows predefined rules, and can
be performed for that intermediate vector that represents
the larger displacement of the intermediate vectors. In
the figures, the optical displacement is illustrated by the
length of the vector. There are other options available,
such as color coding for the direction and length coding
for the value (or intensity) of the displacement.
[0091] Looking at the result of the method, i.e. at the
movement characteristics, there are several possibilities
to derive information from them. The movement time
(TM) corresponds to the number of lead vectors (630,
640, 650, 660, 690). The movement time (TM) can be
related to a location coordinate (X,Y) of the queue object
(125). The characteristics (190, 600) can include a queue
length that can be obtained by taking the transfer function
into account. For example, the queue length can be derived by adding up the lead vectors (in pixels) and applying the transfer function (pixel/meter ratio) to obtain the
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length in reality. The characteristics can include the identification of a queue tail (cf. 126) by a location in that the
flow vectors following the movement characteristics go
below a threshold value.
[0092] FIG. 8 is a timing diagram to get an overview to
the timing of the method. Waiting time estimation is a
data output from the lead vector module, and the
progress of time seems to be relevant. The figures illustrate the time intervals in relation to each other. The leftto-right-going time line uses indices, 1, 2, i, and N.
[0093] As explained above, TF is the frame time. Every
TF, a new frame is available in the frame sequence (140
in FIG. 1). Frames 1 to N are considered here. The time
is takes the network to communicate frames from the
camera to the computer is neglected.
[0094] For evaluating the history of vectors, more time
is needed. For example, the history is obtained by averaging over a number H frames. With the assumption that
every available frame is used, averaging H = 1000 frames
requires TH = 100 seconds (history time TH = TF * H).
[0095] While the flow module needs about H frames
to provide an initial flow 155, the lead vector module
needs at least that number of H frames to start calculating. With the method steps being continuously performed, movement time estimates TM can be obtained
(after concatenating) when N frames (N >= H) had been
received. The figure illustrates the exemplary object moving from the center position 825A to the target position
825B.
[0096] In the figure, history time TH is illustrated to be
shorter than the movement time; TH could be larger than
TM.
[0097] FIG. 9 is a frame with superimposed information
for presentation to an operator. As mentioned, there is
no need to present the optical flow or movement characteristics visually to a human operator, but that might be
convenient to do so. The figures illustrates frame 900 on
screen. In the example, the camera could be mounted
above the counter so that it captures persons moving to
the counter. Frame 900 shows persons 901 in a queue
and persons 902 outside the queue. It is convenient to
show the persons in real-time without playing back a video. To present the movement characteristics, the figures
illustrates 3 options.
[0098] In the first option, the path (cf. FIG. 6) could be
superimposed as path 910, usually with a color that contrasts to the clothing of the persons. Estimated movement
times could be added by digits next to the path, such as
0s, 20s, 40s, 1 m, 1 m20s and so on.
[0099] In the second option, the operator could move
a pointer (e.g. a mouse pointer) over the screen and read
the movement time TM(Y) for different positions along
the queue, for example in a mouse-over box 920. Moving
the pointer over non-queue person 902 would give an
indication that a queue is not available.
[0100] In a third option, some coordinate lines that correspond to movement time (waiting time) could be highlighted. In the example, line 930 corresponds to 2 minutes
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waiting, label 935 is presented as well.
[0101] Having described details, the description now
gives a summary for further embodiments with optional
features, in references to FIGS. 1-9.
[0102] For example, from the queue movement characteristics, the number of persons in a queue could be
estimated. The path (cf. FIG. 6, the concatenated vectors) indicates movement. In combination with the optical
flow (cf. FIG. 2), the width of the queue (if viewed from
above) could be derived. Much simplified, length and
width result in a queue area. Taking an average size of
a person into account, for example, the area of a person
in the view from above (in data coordinates), the number
of persons in the queue could be calculated (queue area
over person area).
[0103] As mentioned, in the examples, the camera is
not moving. The camera has a fixed position, for example,
at the ceiling of a building. But further embodiments could
deal with a moving camera that changes its position. The
transfer function (X,Y) (U,V) just has to consider the camera movement, for example, by taking a camera offset
into account. In the alternative, only images belonging to
a substantially identical camera position could be added
to the frame sequence (cf. 140, FIG. 1).
[0104] The camera itself could be replaced by other
image capturing devices that monitor the area and provide image data. For example, an array of pressure sensors in the floor of the surveillance area could indicate
the presence of persons. The image - although not obtained through optical lenses - would be processed likewise. Other options include the use of time-of-flight cameras, or thermographic cameras.
[0105] Multiple queues leading to multiple targets or
multiple queues leading to a single target could be considered likewise. As an example, vehicles sometimes
wait in different lanes (i.e. queues in areas with specialized subareas) in front of a toll gate (i.e., a target, or
"counter"). The approach could identify movement speed
differences between the lanes so that vehicle drivers can
be advised to change lanes, of appropriate.
[0106] In case that persons do not form a queue, but
form a crowd, properties of the crowd behavior such the
fastest moving persons could be identified. That is potentially of interest for security reasons.
[0107] From the queue movement characteristics, the
existence of a queue can be determined. In a first step,
the probabilities that pixels belong to a queue path are
determined. In a second step, the probabilities are segmented to different regions, and in a third step, destination and tail regions are computed.
[0108] Surveillance areas are usually monitored by
multiple cameras, so that portions of the same queue
would appear in different frame sequences. For example,
a very long queue could go from one room to another
room. Reference points, in the sense of intermediate targets could be used to link movement characteristics from
separate frame sequences together.
[0109] Embodiments of the invention can be imple-
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mented in digital electronic circuitry, or in computer hardware, firmware, software, or in combinations of them. The
invention can be implemented as a computer program
product, i.e., a computer program tangibly embodied in
an information carrier, e.g., in a machine-readable storage device, for execution by, or to control the operation
of, data processing apparatus, e.g., a programmable
processor, a computer, or multiple computers. A computer program can be written in any form of programming
language, including compiled or interpreted languages,
and it can be deployed in any form, including as a standalone program or as a module, component, subroutine,
or other unit suitable for use in a computing environment.
A computer program can be deployed to be executed on
one computer or on multiple computers at one site (e.g.,
in the vehicle) or distributed across multiple sites (e.g.
central computer) and interconnected by a communication network. The methods can all be executed by corresponding computer products on the respective devices.
[0110] Method steps of the invention can be performed
by one or more programmable processors executing a
computer program to perform functions of the invention
by operating on input data and generating output. Method
steps can also be performed by, and an apparatus of the
invention can be implemented as, special purpose logic
circuitry, e.g., an FPGA (field programmable gate array),
a DSP (digital signal processor) or an ASIC (applicationspecific integrated circuit).
[0111] Processors suitable for the execution of a computer program include, by way of example, both general
and special purpose microprocessors, and any one or
more processors of any kind of digital computing device.
Generally, a processor will receive instructions and data
from a read-only memory or a random access memory
or both. The essential elements of a computer are at least
one processor for executing instructions and one or more
memory devices for storing instructions and data. Generally, a computer will also include, or be operatively coupled to receive data from or transfer data to, or both, one
or more mass storage devices for storing data, e.g., magnetic, magneto-optical disks, or optical disks. Such storage devices may also be provisioned on demand and be
accessible through the Internet (Cloud Computing). Information carriers suitable for embodying computer program instructions and data include all forms of non-volatile memory, including by way of example semiconductor memory devices, e.g., EPROM, EEPROM, and flash
memory devices; magnetic disks, e.g., internal hard disks
or removable disks; magneto-optical disks; and CD-ROM
and DVD-ROM disks. The processor and the memory
can be supplemented by, or incorporated in special purpose logic circuitry.
[0112] To provide for interaction with a user, the invention can be implemented on a computer having a display
device, e.g., a liquid crystal display (LCD) monitor, for
displaying information to the user and an input device
such as a keyboard, touchscreen or touchpad, a pointing
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device, e.g., a mouse or a trackball, by which the user
can provide input to the computer. Other kinds of devices
can be used to provide for interaction with a user as well;
for example, feedback provided to the user can be any
form of sensory feedback, e.g., visual feedback, auditory
feedback, or tactile feedback; and input from the user
can be received in any form, including acoustic, speech,
or tactile input.
[0113] Mobile devices can be, for example, smart
phones, tablet PCs or any other handheld computing device. The components of the system can be interconnected by any form or medium of digital data communication,
e.g., a communication network. Examples of communication networks include a local area network (LAN) and
a wide area network (WAN), e.g., the Internet or wireless
LAN or telecommunication networks. The computing
system can include clients and servers. A client and server are generally remote from each other and typically
interact through a communication network. The relationship of client and server arises by virtue of computer programs running on the respective computers and having
a client-server relationship to each other, or a peer-topeer relationship.

(730) the lead vector is initialized by a flow vector
(630) that corresponds to location coordinates (X,Y)
in the surveillance area (110) near the target (112).
5

3.

The method (700) of claim 2, wherein extending
(730) the lead vector is performed for directions (401,
402) that go away from the target (112).

4.

The method (700) according to any of claims 1-3,
wherein the first intermediate vector (541) and the
second intermediate vector (542) are calculated by
interpolation.

5.

The method (700) according to claim 4, wherein the
interpolation is a bilinear interpolation.

6.

The method (700) according to any of the previous
claims, wherein selecting (790) one the intermediate
vectors (541 A, 542B) as lead vector is performed
for the intermediate vector that represents the larger
displacement of the intermediate vectors.

7.

The method (700) according to any of the previous
claims, wherein the image frames (141, 142, 143,
149) in the sequence of frames (140) have data coordinates (U,V) that are pixels.

8.

The method (700) according to any of claims 1 to 7,
wherein the movement characteristics (190, 600) includes a movement time (TM) in correspondence to
the number of lead vectors (630, 640, 650, 660, 690).

9.

The method (700) according to any of claim 8, wherein the movement time (TM) is related to location coordinates (X,Y) of the queue object (125) and of the
target (112).
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Claims
1.

Computer-implemented method (700) for deriving
movement characteristics (190, 600) for a plurality
of queue objects (120) that move inside a surveillance area (110) to a target (112); the method (700)
comprising:
receiving (710) a sequence (140) of image
frames (141, 142, 143, 149) that represent the
surveillance area (110);
calculating (720) flow vectors (212, 222, 211,
221) that indicate an optical displacement for
the sequence (140) of image frames (141/142,
142/143);
extending (730) one of the flow vectors (212,
222, 211, 221) as a lead vector (430, 530, 630)
in a first extension direction (401, 501) and in a
second extension direction (402, 502);
determining (740) a first intermediate vector
(541) and a second intermediate vector (542)
by using flow vectors (431) along the first extension direction (401, 501) and by using flow vectors (432) along the second extension direction
(402, 502);
selecting (750) one the intermediate vectors
(541A, 542B) as the new lead vector;
repeating (760) extending (730), determining
(740) and selecting (750) to concatenate the
lead vectors (630, 640, 650, 660, 690) to the
movement characteristics (190, 600).

2.
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The method (700) of claim 1, wherein extending

10

10. The method (700) according to any of claims 1 to 7,
wherein the characteristics (190, 600) include a
queue length.
11. The method (700) according to any of claims 1 to 7,
wherein the characteristics (190, 600) includes the
identification of a queue tail (126) as a location in
that the flow vectors following the movement characteristics (190, 600) go below a threshold value.
12. A computer program product that - when loaded into
a memory of a computer and being executed by at
least one processor of the computer - performs the
steps of the computer-implemented method according to claims 1 to 11.
13. A computer (150/160) for deriving movement characteristics (190, 600) for a plurality of queue objects
(120) that move inside a surveillance area (110) to
a target (112); the computer (700) comprising:
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a flow module (150) to receive a sequence (140)
of image frames (141, 142, 143, 149) that represent the surveillance area (110) and to calculate flow vectors (212, 222, 211, 221) that indicate an optical displacement for the sequence
(140) of image frames (141/142, 142/143); and
a lead vector module (160) to extend one of the
flow vectors (430, 530, 630) as a lead vector
(430, 530, 630) in a first extension direction (401,
501) and in a second extension direction (402,
502), to determine a first intermediate vector
(541) and a second intermediate vector (542)
by using flow vectors (431) along the first extension direction (401, 501) and by using flow vectors (432) along the second extension direction
(402, 502), to select one the intermediate vectors (541 A, 542B) as a new lead vector, and to
concatenate lead vectors (630, 640, 650, 660,
690) to the movement characteristics (190,
600).
14. The computer (150/160) of claim 13, wherein the flow
module initializes the extension by a flow vector
(630) that corresponds to location coordinates (X,Y)
in the surveillance area (110) near the target (112).
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